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Ida and Mother Joan of the Angels:  
God-like Camera and Women in Habits

Paweł Pawlikowski’s Ida and Jerzy Kawalerowicz’s Mother Joan of the Angels portray 
young nuns in a  beautiful, sparsely populated, and oppressive Polish landscape. 
Ida shows a story of a young nun about to take her vows and having to face the world 
for the last time in all of its bewildering complexity. Mother Joan of the Angels is a tale 
of a 17th-century Polish convent, which becomes a local attraction for its nuns pos-
sessed by the devil. Both films use sophisticated cinematography keeping the black 
and white films in hard focus using suggestive lighting, often showing the characters’ 
faces in partial shadow, and maintaining a contemplative distance on the portrayed 
world. Becoming a nun means to become “a bride of Christ”, to abandon independent 
agency, and to serve according to male-established precepts. In my article I consider 
to what extent the two nuns adhere to this pattern and how the unique work and 
presence of the camera conveys their adherence to or deviation from it. 

Both films show nuns who, of course, live in a quite different time and place but 
who are not certain that the consecrated life is what they truly desire. Both films talk 
about women who are constrained – by society, history, tradition, their own choices, 
or someone else’s choices. At the end of both films choices are made, knowledge is 
learned, even crimes are committed. Ida, who is the main protagonist of the film with 
her name as the title, is a young nun who discovers that she is Jewish. She learns 
about herself, becomes aware of history and the world around her, and no longer 
leads a life that is a result of other people’s choices. Wanda, Ida’s newly discovered 
aunt, lets the past catch up with her and makes the ultimate choice to not continue 
with her life. Mother Joan… The film does not make it clear. She most likely remains 
at the convent having lost her love, father Suryn. Both films are filmed in sharp focus 
in black and white. Both are very slow when compared to dizziness-inducing editing 
of today’s films. They are unhurried, almost static. And in both the camera is a signif-
icant presence, almost an additional character that might be but not always is part of 
the narrative. 
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Ida
The director of Ida, Pawel Pawlikowski, left Poland in the 1960s with his mother when 
she married an Englishman. Pawlikowski was in his teens then, so he was young 
enough to become part of the English society but also old enough to retain vivid 
memories about Poland. He tried his hand in documentaries, filmed some features, 
such as My Summer of Love (2004), with Emily Blunt, and The Woman in the Fifth 
(2012), with Ethan Hawke and Kristin Scott Thomas. And then in 2013 he made Ida. 

It is a cliché to say that an outsider’s boldness is needed to cut into a sore spot too 
painful for a given community to touch. But that is exactly what happened here. Ida 
is set in 1961, sixteen years after the war, in the middle of the communist period, 
at the beginning of the so called Władysław Gomułka’s “mała stabilizacja”. The hor-
rors of Stalinism are over, the country is slowly rising back from the destruction of 
the war, things are getting more or less normal. And yet every element of the film 
reminds us that the past has not gone anywhere. The war and its consequences are 
very much present in Polish reality of 1961. Every part of the film summons up the 
events 16 years prior. WWII has been, and still very much is, the defining event of 
modern Polish history. Poland still lives with and through the consequences of WWII 
and everything the war brought. During the war Poland lost 25% of its pre-war pop-
ulation, including almost the entire Jewish population. After the war, the communist 
government propped by Urząd Bezpieczeństwa, or the secret police, and supported 
by the always threatening proximity of the Soviet Union, took over the country. Poles 
mainly associated with the Home Army, who during the war fought against the Na-
zis, after the war were imprisoned, shot, or executed. David Denby of The New Yorker 
says that interestingly,

In the movie, none of this is stated, but all of it is built, so to speak, into the atmos-
phere: the country feels empty, the population sparse, the mood of ordinary conversa-
tions constrained by the sure knowledge that many who survived have committed acts 
of betrayal or were willfully ignorant1.

In Ida, there is no direct explanation of what happened to the country or to the 
characters during the war. The film does not open with more or less accurate his-
torical information running in white font on black background as we see in many 
Hollywood movies. Instead, it is the viewer’s job to piece everything together from 
shards and bits, lapidarian dialogs, and slivers of information. The film’s narrative 
cannot free itself from the war, yet very little is stated directly. The war is everywhere, 

1 D. Denby, Ida: A Film Masterpiece, The New Yorker, May 27, 2014, https://www.newyorker.com/
culture/culture-desk/ida-a-film-masterpiece, Accessed on October 30, 2018.
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it shapes and molds every element of the film’s reality, yet it is never discussed thor-
oughly and openly. 

The film was received enthusiastically in the West, so enthusiastically in fact that 
it received the Academy Award in 2015 for Best Foreign Language Film as the first 
Polish film in this category. Yet, in conservative circles in Poland it was received rath-
er coldly. The story in the film is simple: a young novice, Anna, is sent by Mother 
Superior to meet her only living relative, aunt Wanda. Anna learns from her defiant 
and contrary aunt that her real name is Ida Lebenstein, she is Jewish, her family died 
during the war, the nuns hid her, and after the war raised her Catholic. 

Ida is a combination of an investigation film, a road trip movie, and a rite of passage 
story. The two main characters, Ida and Wanda, are as far from each other as possible, 
they are almost comically opposed: a soon to be Catholic nun and a no longer firmly 
standing by the doctrine Communist prosecutor. Pawlikowski does not prefer one 
character over another, does not show either Ida or Wanda as more likeable. Both of 
them are equally lonely and uncertain in their identities. Ida’s formulaic monastic life 
is changed by her experiences in the outside world, while Wanda lets her past catch 
up with her and pays the ultimate price for prioritizing the fight for the cause over 
the safety of her child. Those familiar with Hanna Krall’s writing know that such sto-
ries are not unlikely and both characters can be exemplary of an individual’s fate or 
a more common Polish fate2.

2 See for example Hanna Krall’s The Woman from Hamburg and Other True Stories, or The Subtenant, or 
Dancing at Someone Else’s Wedding.
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“I’m not emotionally excited by the power of cinema’s tricks anymore”, Pawlikowski 
said in one of the interviews3. The director and his cinematographers, Łukasz Żal 
who stepped in after Ryszard Lenczewski fell ill, decided to shoot the movie in hard 
focus and in black and white creating a feeling that the film was actually made in 
the 1960s. Most of the shots in the film are long and static. A New York Times critic 
Anthony Scott compared the composition of the film’s images to Vermeer, “at once 
classical and off-handed, with the subjects often located in the screen’s two bottom 
quadrants”4. 

Lighting often comes from one source, leaving the characters’ faces in partial shad-
ow. Does that suggest these characters will always be somehow limited? Or is it that 
the lens of the camera is capable of seeing only a fragment of their lives?  

With the careful composition of images with extreme close ups crowding the 
frame…

3 Violet Luca interviews Paweł Pawlikowski, Film Comment, April 29, 2014, https://www.filmcomment.
com/blog/interview-pawel-pawlikowski, Accessed on April 15, 2018.

4 A. O. Scott, “An Innocent Awakened: ‘Ida’, About an Excavation of Truth in Postwar Poland”, New 
York Times, May 1, 2014.
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 …uninhabited landscape… 

 …desolate horizons…

 … 

and a handful of intriguing characters trapped by the narrative Ida resembles one 
the best Polish films of the 1960s, Roman Polanski’s Knife in the Water. In both of 
these films, the camera creates an image that draws the viewer into the beauty of the 
portrayed reality while maintaining a visible distance from the story. 
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In Ida, the camera plays a  similar role but moves even less than in Knife in the 
Water. As a matter of fact, in Ida the camera does not move almost at all. The shots 
are long and static, the images communicating extreme concentration are distinct, 
beautiful, and powerful, like old icons.   

The staple of today’s cinema, that is quick and dynamic editing, is not present 
here. The unusually slow and deliberately unhurried cutting gives the film a dreamy 
rhythm. The characters are often seen at the bottom of the frame, with gray sky heav-
ily hanging above them and suggesting the burden they have to carry. Similarly to 
Knife in the Water, Ida employs expressive portraiture while frequently contrasting it 
with austere landscape.   

And so, the work and the position of the camera add an alternative perspective to 
the film, as if the camera’s point of view was a separate yet indifferent presence in the 
narrative. As if someone was just calmly and indifferently watching the story unfold, 
without any anxiety or nervousness, and without any kind of investment in the por-
trayed reality. Like a being outside of time.
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Mother Joan of the Angels
Jerzy Kawalerowicz was born in Gwoździec in 1922 in the southeastern part of the 
Second Republic. “In the town where I was born, 60% of the people were Jewish, 30% 
were Ukrainian and 10% were Polish. It was a very typical Galician town, which was 
totally destroyed by the war”5. Kawalerowicz was known for filming intimate psycho-
logical dramas and for his penchant for history. He was a controversial figure, as he 
belonged to the Communist Party for more than 30 years and was even a deputy in 
the Polish Parliament in the 1980s, which many held against him. At the same time, 
he was known to use his connections to resist producing propagandist films when 
leading the Film Studio Kadr. He directed excellent films such as Night Train or Moth-
er Joan of the Angels, and less than great films, like Quo vadis. 

Mother Joan of the Angels was released in 1961, the same year in which the story of 
Ida is set. Mother Joan received a Special Jury Prize in Cannes in the same year. The 
plot is based on a short story by Jarosław Iwaszkiewicz, who in turn used real events 
from the possessions of Loudun in 17th century France6. The real events were adapt-
ed to screen by other filmmakers, such as Ken Russel, with his Devils where Vanessa 
Redgrave played Mother Joan. The real events in Loudun were a result of a compli-
cated intrigue and circled around the connection between politics and power, with 
Cardinal Richelieu as the central character exerting his authority over Huguenots. 
Additionally, the “possessed” nuns were repeatedly publicly exorcised, and that in 
turn became a popular form of public entertainment. Iwaszkiewicz moved the action 

5 Obituary of Jerzy Kawalerowicz, The Guardian, Feb 7, 2008, https://www.theguardian.com/
film/2008/feb/08/obituaries.news, Accessed on October 23, 2018.

6 J. Iwaszkiewicz, Matka Joanna od Aniołów, Warszawa 1975.
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to 17th century Smoleńszczyzna, that is to the northeastern edges of the Old Com-
monwealth, to a fictional town of Ludyń.  

Kawalerowicz’s film is known for its stunning visual effects, special use of lighting, 
sophisticated cinematography created mainly by Jerzy Wójcik, and unconventional 
panning. Detailed, well thought through mise-en-scene with highly structured use of 
space is at the center of the narrative. 

This is not another film of the Witches of Eastwick type, it seeks more formidable 
statements than just a mere horror movie. It is a stand against any kind of inhuman 
dogma that does not allow two people who love each other be together. And it does 
that predominantly through assigning the camera a God-like presence. The camera 
frequently takes a life of its own and does not follow the eyes of any character, but 
floats like a majestic spiritual being. This is especially highlighted when Father Suryn 
is inside the convent. The camera often shows the point of view of a divine entity and 
repeatedly does not see through Father Suryn’s eyes, even though the viewer gets the 
information about the nuns only from what the priest learns.  

Characters reveal their sins or possession looking directly into the camera and al-
most every close up is tied to the emergence of a demon. When Father Suryn meets 
Mother Joan for the first time, she looks directly into the camera lens, shows “the 
demons”, and pulls a slight of hand. 

Later in the film both the nuns, the priest, and the guests at the inn often shy away 
from the camera, hiding their faces from the camera as if unable to look directly at 
God. 

Sister Małgorzata is the only one in whom the devils are not interested. She even 
says “diabły się mnie nie imają” (devils don’t take a hold of me). Małgorzata is the 
gatekeeper at the monastery, she often leaves the convent running errands for other 
nuns, and is the only one who faces the camera with ease. She is also the only one 
often runs toward the camera as if trying to help other nuns. However, after she is 
intimate with the nobleman at the inn, she too cannot face the camera. 
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Mother Joan is an existential, social, and gender cage, and then a literal cage, as at 
the end of the film she gets placed behind bars. She defies the accepted norm, is im-
prisoned within the convent, and struggles to get her freedom while the world calls 
her struggle a possession. But she also embodies a drama of human nature, as she is 
vain, not always noble, and her desire for freedom is tainted. She wants to be a celeb-
rity, she wants to be known, famous, rumored about, and she uses the “possessions” 
to achieve that. The camera reveals that impurity from the minute she meets Father 
Suryn, despite the fact that he is not capable of recognizing that. 
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The world of the film is divided into two opposing realms. The monastery is white, 
brightly lit, and located high up on a hill. The nuns, even though supposedly pos-
sessed, wear white habits symbolizing purity and innocence. This is the realm of sol-
emn, high feelings, and the old cliché which puts an equal mark between white and 
good, black and evil does not quite work here. On the opposite end is the inn. 

It is literally dark, located at the feet of the convent with pigs in the mud outside. 
Guests and travelers drink there heavily, try to seduce the inn girl, and talk dirty 
about the nuns. As the foregrounding of future tragic events Father Suryn first goes 
to the inn, instead of straight to the convent, and smiles when Kaziuk, who is one of 
the few decent people there, trips over an axe. The murder, which Father Suryn com-
mits on Kaziuk, could not have happened anywhere else but at the inn. The murder is 
also an illustration of how Father Suryn goes down the well-traveled path, both with 
his repressed sexuality and bottled up emotions, and with demons about whom he 
can only think in a routine way following the caustic dogma. Suryn does not know 
the world outside the doctrine.
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The film is then a heavily veiled social critique. As the film progresses and the view-
er gets a deeper insight into the characters’ thoughts and feelings through the God-
like camera, he or she learns that the devil is not what it seems at first. What is it 
then? The film reveals with its camera or eye of God demons inner and outer. It sug-
gests the real evil, leading to death, murder, and constant unhappiness is an impris-
onment by dogma, unrealistic expectations imposed by society, merciless limitations 
inflicted upon us by others. It is patriarchy threatened by women’s sexuality, and the 
fear of the patriarchal system of that sexuality existing without control.  

Do the two women attempt to assert agency or, following other imperatives, re-
bel against the conduct imposed on women by male dictates? In Mother Joan of the 
Angels, the camera as God is less forgiving: Mother Joan, not having admitted to 
her vanity and desire for fame (as those really is her “sins”, not a devilish posses-
sion), loses her love, father Suryn. Instantaneously, in Ida during most of the film 
the camera is distant, detached from the narrative, and emotionless even in the most 
moving moments but the moment Ida gains an understanding of who she is and 
begins making her own choices the camera starts moving briskly and reacting to the 
narrative, and moreover, it closely follows the protagonist. To sum up, the unique 
work, position, and presence of the camera in both films suggest a stand the directors 
take against any kind of heartless dogma limiting people in their choices and against 
a horrendous burden of history making life unbearable. 
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Streszczenie
Ida w  reżyserii Pawła Pawlikowskiego i  Matka Joanna od aniołów Jerzego Kawalerowicza 
przedstawiają dramatyczne wydarzenia w życiu dwóch sióstr zakonnych. Akcja filmów ma 
miejsce na kresach dawnej Rzeczpospolitej lub w  XX-wiecznej Polsce w  otoczeniu pięknej, 
lecz surowej przyrody. Ida jest opowieścią o młodej zakonnicy, która niedługo ma złożyć śluby 
wieczyste, a przed ich złożeniem po raz ostatni musi stanąć twarzą w twarz ze światem, który 
okazuje się przerażająco skomplikowany. Matka Joanna od aniołów przedstawia XVII-wiecz-
ny klasztor w Ludyniu, który zyskuje niechlubną sławę jako miejsce opętane przez diabła. 
Obydwa filmy używają surowej, czarno-białej kolorystyki, twarze postaci oświetlone są tyl-
ko częściowo, a kamera utrzymuje chłodny dystans w stosunku to przedstawianego świata. 
Przyjęcie ślubów zakonnych oznacza zrzeczenie się prawa do samostanowienia i życie według 
nakazów ustanowionych w męskim świecie. W artykule tym zastanawiam się, do jakiego stop-
nia obydwie siostry zakonne dostosowują swoje życie do takich normatywów oraz rozpatruję 
wyjątkową i często zaskakującą pracę kamery towarzyszącą bohaterkom obydwu filmów przy 
podejmowaniu najistotniejszych życiowych wyborów. 
Słowa-kluczowe: powojenny polski film, zdjęcia filmowe, polski film, mistycyzm w filmie, 
religia a film 

Summary
Paweł Pawlikowski’s Ida and Jerzy Kawalerowicz’s Mother Joan of the Angels portray young 
nuns in a beautiful, sparsely populated, and oppressive Polish landscape. Ida shows a story of 
a young nun about to take her vows and having to face the world for the last time in all of its 
bewildering complexity. Mother Joan of the Angels is a tale of a 17th-century Polish convent, 
which becomes a local attraction for its nuns possessed by the devil. Both films use sophisti-
cated cinematography keeping the black and white films in hard focus using suggestive light-
ing, often showing the characters’ faces in partial shadow, and maintaining a contemplative 
distance on the portrayed world. Becoming a nun means to become “a bride of Christ”, to 
abandon independent agency, and to serve according to male-established precepts. In my ar-
ticle I consider to what extent the two nuns adhere to this pattern and how the unique work 
and presence of the camera conveys their adherence to or deviation from it. 
Keywords: Postwar Polish Cinema, Camera work, Polish film, Mysticism in film, Religion 
and film


